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Executive Summary

This report presents and synthesizes current research regarding the hypothesis
that the cost of implementing environmental regulations may be expected to be
significantly reduced by low-cost process and other innovations carried out by
regulated firms. This hypothesis has been popularized by Professor Michael Porter,
who argues that "properly designed environmental standards can trigger innovation
that may partly or more than fully offset the costs of complying with them." The report
offers various perspectives on the hypothesis, drawing from economics, organizational,
and legal theory, together with the implications of such perspectives for the analysis of
policy.

In addition, an appendix to the report presents the summary of a workshop held
on April 30th, 1999 that brought together some of the leading researchers on the subject.
Perhaps the most salient theme running through the workshop presentations was
agreement on the need to adapt our environmental regulatory framework to be
friendlier to innovation and pollution prevention. Recommendations varied from legal
reforms that retain strict standards while allowing greater flexibility in compliance
alternatives, to a greater understanding and consideration of technology options and
characteristics in the regulated industry.

The Porter hypothesis is supported in part by theories of competitiveness that
posit that any regulation that requires a company to re-examine its production process
generates a probability of innovation in that process that may benefit overall
competitiveness and reduce or even eliminate costs of compliance. In addition, a second
strand to this theory adds that environmental regulation in particular may lead to
improved competitiveness, as pollution represents wasted resources which could be
more effectively used. Regulation which requires reduced pollution therefore inherently
favors more productive processes.

However, the evidence supporting the Porter hypothesis has tended to be
anecdotal. It includes case studies of various industries which reveal win-win
situations, as well as reports on company programs that have documented consistent
cost savings from waste reduction activities. All these examples suffer from possible
selection bias, making it difficult to generalize their findings. In addition to these
industry case studies, a study of U.S. states found that those with strict environmental
laws have better economic performance than those with lower standards. However,
that study sheds little light on causal factors, and economists have tended to dismiss is
as an unsupported and possibly spurious positive correlation.
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In contrast, the economics literature that measures firms’ actual costs of
compliance with environmental regulations shows generally that regulation has
imposed positive costs, although the costs are to some degree offset by savings from
innovation. This research examines plant-level data to identify any productivity penalty
from pollution control expenditures, using data from the Pollution Abatement Costs
and Expenditures Survey and Census of Manufactures in dynamic general equilibrium
analyses. Recent work using a fixed effects model reveals that, on average,
environmental regulation did occasion economic costs, but the costs were reduced 18
cents per dollar by efficiency gains in a number of industries, leaving a net cost of $.82.
The costs observed in individual industries varied widely. Although some research
identifies high long-run costs associated with environmental regulation, the study using
a fixed effects model shows that these results may be caused by failing to account for
inter-plant differences.

In an effort to move beyond the stalemate suggested by the research described
above, this report examines the nature and potential of real-world legal and business
barriers that may prevent industry from achieving least-cost, innovative or pollution
prevention goals. This review reveals that the design of environmental regulation exerts
a significant effect on the cost of compliance. Overall, many of the problems of
inflexibility in our current system could be avoided by better designed regulations,
including a greater effort to set overall performance standards such as mass standards.
A central problem identified is that the design of discharge rate standards based on
"available" or "feasible" control technologies under the Clean Water Act and Clean Air
Act strongly discourage innovation. This review suggests that the legal setting may be
the primary determinant as to whether businesses can innovate to reduce compliance
costs.

Fundamentally, achieving the benefits suggested by the Porter hypothesis
requires that environmental regulation cause a firm to re-examine its process
technologies to find greater efficiencies and cleaner processes. Small changes in
standards will not encourage firms to make such a review. Only standards that make
significant reductions while allowing flexibility in the response adopted by industry are
likely to effect innovation and change in production processes. Our current regulatory
system therefore provides a highly imperfect arena in which to test the Porter
hypothesis, as the design of regulations appears to have at least as great an impact on
the costs of compliance as do the traditional economic forces which might lead to
innovation.

Another potential source of barriers to achieving the benefits suggested by the
Porter hypothesis is identified in the literature on firm behavior and management,
which reveals that many aspects of firm structure and incentives do not foster
innovation. Research has identified problems caused by: production staff not being
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responsible for environmental compliance; the treatment of environmental costs in
incentive structures and in accounting systems; lack of time; imperfect communications
structures; the influence of habits and routines; and industry rigidity.

In addition, real-world considerations of risk, strategy and other factors may
create disincentives for investing in potentially attractive pollution prevention for
completely legitimate business reasons. These range from small firm characteristics that
preclude any consideration or development of alternative technologies, to high hurdle
rates for new investment, to the lock-in effect of high-cost capital equipment that is
already in place. 

Although all these factors help to explain whether businesses are likely to be able
to innovate in response to environmental regulation, their richness and complexity also
indicates the need for greater understanding and analysis. Improvements in regulatory
design, and in ways to improve management decisions like environmental management
systems, offer ways to help firms achieve the win-win situations, and achieve
environmental goals at low cost.
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Introduction

Some authors have stated that environmental regulation, properly structured,
can result in win-win situations in which production costs decline as environmental
benefits rise. Professor Michael Porter, and before him Professor Nicholas Ashford,
have advocated such a view as part of a broader hypothesis that posits that any
pressure placed on a firm that creates greater incentives to innovate may be ultimately
good, as it leads to the kinds of innovation and improvement that benefits
competitiveness and profitability.

This hypothesis in some ways conflicts with traditional economic theory, which 
indicates  that regulations imposing additional environmental requirements on industry
would tend to reduce profitability and competitiveness. Indeed, much of the economic
literature points to such a negative correlation between environmental regulation and
costs. Another view suggests that the costs may be partly but not entirely offset by
efficiency gains which are prompted by the effort to reduce pollution in response to
regulation. These economic studies would infer that environmental regulation requires
a careful cost-benefit assessment that weighs the social benefits of improved
environmental quality with the necessary private costs to implement any regulation.

ELI is attempting to identify the circumstances and reasons that may lead to
situations where process improvements and innovations due to regulation result in cost
reductions or savings to private firms. In doing so we will test the real-world situation
in which firms operate to identify social, legal and economic reasons that may lead to
such win-win situations. 

I. The Hypothesis that Environmental Regulation May Result in
Lower Costs or Net Profits

Professor Michael Porter puts forth the following hypothesis:

"This paradigm of dynamic competitiveness raises an intriguing possibility: in
this paper, we will argue that properly designed environmental standards can
trigger innovation that may partly or more than fully offset the costs of
complying with them" (Porter 1995b at 98).

This builds upon earlier work by Nicholas Ashford and others that "health, safety and
environmental goals can be co-optimized with economic growth though technological
innovation" (Ashford, Ayers and Stone 1985). 
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These statements imply a continuum whereby the solution to some pollution
problems may result in increased net costs, others may have costs reduced but not
eliminated from innovation, while a third set exhibits true "win-win" characteristics
with economic profits realized though innovation prompted by the regulation.

Two distinct elements support this hypothesis. The first emphasizes the role of
innovation in a modern theory of dynamic competitiveness, as Porter states that "the
new paradigm of international competitiveness is a dynamic one, based on innovation"
(Porter 1995b at 97). This emphasis on innovation raises the benefits expected from
thorough-going reassessment of production processes such as that occasioned by new
and stringent environmental regulation. In this element, any pressure placed on an
industry that forces firms to pay greater attention to innovation may be broadly
beneficial as innovation is necessary to gain or retain market share and profitability in
the modern marketplace. 

According to this element the hypothesis might be recast thus: "Any regulation
that requires a company to re-examine its production process generates a probability of
innovation in that process that will reduce or even eliminate costs of compliance."
Accordingly, the degree and design of the regulation imposed is critical. The hypothesis
does not even apply unless regulation is both sufficiently stringent and flexible so that
firms re-evaluate their production processes. This reveals serious problems in the
environmental field, as many of our environmental regulations are designed in a way
that discourages precisely such a re-examination of process technology. Instead they are
designed to impose "control technologies" that are economially reasonable or
achievable. In addition, they raise standards sporadically and hence create no
continuous drivers for improvement, further discouraging investigation into better
technologies. These regulatory barriers to achieving win-win scenarios are widespread
in our laws, and as described further below, deserve far more attention than they are
receiving. 

The second strand adds to this concept the particular reasons why environmental
regulation may lead to improved competitiveness, as pollution represents wasted
resources which could be more effectively used. Porter states, "the reason [pollution
control may enhance competitiveness] is that pollution often is a form of economic
waste.... [P]ollution ... is a sign that resources have been used incompletely, inefficiently
or ineffectively" (Porter 1995a at 122) and "efforts to reduce pollution and maximize
profits share the same basic principles, including the efficient use of inputs, substitution
of less expensive materials and the minimization of unneeded activities" (Porter 1995b
at 106). Regulation which requires reduced pollution therefore inherently favors more
productive processes. Reasons within and without the firm that may promote or
prevent the achievement of win-win solutions are further described below in part III.
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The evidence supporting the Porter hypothesis has tended to be anecdotal,
relating to case studies of various industries that reveal win-win situations. These
include vinyl chloride, (Doniger 1978), distilled spirits (ELI Forum 1993) and others
(Strasser 1997; Palmer, Oates and Portney 1995; Portney 1994; Ashford 1985). One study
of the chemical industry identified 181 source reduction activities, only one with a
positive cost, and 2/3 of which paid themselves back in less than six months (Dorfman
1992 at 22). A six-industry study conducted by the Management Institute for
Environment and Business (1996) generally found that environmental regulation did
impose costs, but that many instances could be found where companies gained
competitive advantage in process efficiency and product quality though innovations
spurred by environmental pressures. Company programs to reduce wastes have also
documented consistent cost savings from waste reduction activities.  3M reports that its
Pollution Prevention Pays generated 3,000 projects preventing 575,000 tons of pollution
and saving over $530 million from 1975 to 1992 (Smart 1992). However, all these
examples suffer from possible selection bias, making it difficult to generalize their
findings. 

In addition to these industry case studies, a study by Meyers (1993) found that
states with strict environmental laws have better economic performance than those with
states with lower standards. However, its sheds little light on causal factors and
economists have tended to dismiss is as an unsupported and possibly spurious positive
correlation (Jaffee 1995 at 157).

Porter notes that: "These examples and many others like them do not prove that
companies always can innovate to reduce environmental impact at low cost," but that
"the opportunity to reduce costs by diminishing pollution should thus be the rule, not
the exception." This is despite industry opposition to environmental regulation and the
often-restrictive nature of that regulation (Porter 1995a at 127). An Office of Technology
Assessment agrees that "even though an aggressive pollution prevention effort can
reduce compliance costs, particularly when compared to the current end-of-pipe
approach, industry still faces compliance costs that increase production costs" (OTA
1994 at 85). 

A more thorough discussion of these issues is made below, starting with the
economic critiques of the assertions in the Porter hypothesis, followed by an
examination of policy and economic factors that may tend to reject or favor the
hypothesis.  Thorough treatment is given to the role of regulatory barriers to
innovation, as it appears that the degree and design of regulation plays a significant
role, together with more purely economic considerations, in a firm’s ability to innovate
to reduce the costs of compliance.
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II. Traditional economic views

A. Critiques of the Porter Hypothesis

"The conventional wisdom is that environmental regulations impose significant
costs, slow productivity growth, and thereby hinder the ability of U.S. firms to compete
in international markets" (Jaffee 1995 at 133; Schmalensee 1994). EPA has estimated the
direct costs of environmental compliance to be $115 billion or 2.1 percent of GDP in
1990 (USEPA 1990), and some authors estimate that additional indirect costs of
regulation are two to three times greater (Weitzman 1994). 

Although there are several reasons why the effects of environmental regulation
on competitiveness may be small and hard to define, the prevailing view asserts several
reasons why environmental costs should negatively affect productivity (Jaffee 1995 at
150, 158):

a) A first argument refers to straight displacement - dollars which go to
environmental quality do not go towards production. Gray and Shadbegian
(1993) found a 1.5/1 ratio between environmental costs and output.

b) Second, the new practices required by environmental regulation may be less
efficient than the former ones, which in theory would have been set at an
optimum. One example is that of  emissions controls for nitrogen oxides (NOx)
which require boilers to be set at less than thermodynamically efficient
combustion temperatures (Schmalensee 1993). This is directly opposed to Porter's
hypothesis, which stresses efficiency gains.

c) A third argument is that the costs occasioned by environmental regulation
actually have a negative multiplier effect, as environmental investment crowds
out other investment which could lead to productivity gains. Hazila and Kopp
(1990) found that regulation magnifies environmental cost because of restrictions
in investment and labor supply. Also, Jorgensesn and Wilcoxen (1990) found the
indirect cumulative effects of regulations reduce the average growth rate of GNP
by 0.2%.

d) A fourth area concerns productivity losses due to unnecessary rigidity or poor
design of environmental laws. These do not contradict Porter, who also
emphasizes the need for innovation-friendly regulation. Although this subject is
treated in more detail below, the type of regulation promulgated clearly has a
major impact on whether regulation can result in economic gains, and can to
some extent explains the discrepancy between the Porter hypothesis and plant-
level studies showing a positive correlation between environmental regulation
and economic costs.
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Empirical analyses of these adverse effects have found positive economic costs
from environmental regulation. A number of studies cited by the Office of Technology
Assessment revealed between an 8 and 16 percent decline in productivity growth rate
due to environmental regulation in the 1970s over all manufacturing sectors, and up to
44% for certain industries (OTA 1994 at 323). 

Several authors have examined plant-level data to identify any "productivity
penalty" from pollution control expenditures. These have used data from the Pollution
Abatement Costs and Expenditures (PACE) Survey and Census of Manufactures in
dynamic general equilibrium analyses to estimate the long-run consequences of
environmental regulation.  Hazila and Kopp (1990) found that regulation magnifies
environmental cost because of restrictions in investment and labor supply. Also,
Jorgensesn and Wilcoxen (1990) found the indirect cumulative effects of regulations
reduce the average growth rate of GNP by 0.2%.  Research by Gray and Shadbegian
(1994) found a weak negative correlation, that output fell between 1 and 1.5 for every
unit of pollution control expenditure depending in the model used. They found
marginal cost of $1.74 for paper mills, $1.35 for oil refineries and $3.28 for steel mills,
but also report lower results ($0.55, $0.97 and $2.76) for a fixed-effects model (see also
Palmer and Simpson 1993).

However, recent work by Morgenstern and Pizer found that the results of these
studies may depend more on the model being used:

"While we are able to replicate their general results ..., we show that those results
depend critically on strong assumptions about homogeneity among plants.
Specifically, they assume that differences in plant location, age and management
have no effect on either productivity or environmental expenditure - an
assumption that seems unlikely to be satisfied in practice. Allowing for such
differences (by estimating a fixed-effects rather than a pooled model)
substantially reduces the estimated economic costs associated with an
incremental dollar of reported expenditures. Our results, in fact, allow us to
statistically reject the hypothesis that the economic cost of an additional dollar of
reported environmental expenditure is much more than one dollar"
(Morgenstern and Pizer 1998 at 9).

Their analysis of four heavily regulated manufacturing industries using a fixed
effects model showed that on average, environmental regulation did occasion economic
costs, but the costs were reduced 18 cents per dollar by efficiency gains, leaving a net
cost of $.82. Individual industries varied considerably. For the plastics industry, a one
dollar increase in PACE expenditures was partially offset by an 80 cent cost savings in
non-environmental production costs (leaving 20 cents net costs); in pulp and paper, a 36
cent savings; in petroleum, a 2 cent savings; but in steel, a 41 cent cost increase. 
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At the 95 percent confidence level, the true economic cost ranges from negative 2
cents (a profit) to positive $1.68. Although findings for the four individual industries
were not at the statistical significant level, they indicate the potential for environmental
expenditures to induce significant cost savings, and rule out the possibility that cost
increases are high. The analysis showed that using pooled estimates which de-
emphasize differences between plant would have resulted in a much higher estimate of
indirect effects of environmental regulation, to $2.73, and is more in line with other
estimates. They suggest these higher numbers are overestimates. Their study shows that
current environmental regulations result in positive costs, but that these are somewhat
offset by related savings.

A second finding of the Morgenstern and other studies is the variability among
sectors. This reflects both that some environmental problems are more difficult to solve
than others, which Porter admits, but also the effects of regulation in the industry. The
steel industry is a particularly interesting case, as several of the studies cited report
unusually high environmental compliance costs for the steel industry (Morgenstern
1998, Joshi 1998, Gray and Shadbegian 1993). However, an Environmental Law Institute
study of barriers to innovation in six industries also shows that the steel industry faces
particularly inflexible environmental regulations, which has significant problems in
implementing cost-reducing technology (ELI 1998; Swift 1997). Part of the reason why
compliance cost is higher in steel therefore has to do with the rigidity of the
environmental regulation affecting the industry.

Porter attempts to rebut the findings of these plant-level studies, primarily by
pointing out that few find significant effects, and all operate in the context of the highly
imperfect current regulatory system, which is biased against innovation.  He states:

"A number of studies have failed to find that stringent environmental regulation
hurts industrial competitiveness. Meyer (1992, 1993) tested and refuted the
hypothesis that U.S. states with stringent environmental policies experienced
weak economic growth. Leonard (1988) was unable to demonstrate statistically
significant offshore movements by U.S. firms in pollution-intensive industries.
Wheeler and Mody (1992) failed to find that environmental regulation affected
the foreign investment decisions of U.S. firms. Repetto (1995) found that
industries heavily affected by environmental regulations experienced slighter
reductions in their share of world exports than did the entire American industry
from 1970 to 1990. Using Bureau of Census data of more than 200,000 large
manufacturing establishments, the study also found that plants with poor
environmental records are generally not more profitable than cleaner ones in the
same industry, even controlling for their age, size and technology."
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He concludes after his review that:

"Of course, these studies offer no proof for our hypothesis, either. But it is
striking that so many studies find that even the poorly designed environmental
laws presently in effect have little adverse effect on competitiveness. After all,
traditional approaches to regulation have surely worked to stifle potential
innovation offsets and imposed unnecessarily high costs of compliance on
industry ... Thus, studies using actual compliance costs to regulation are heavily
biased towards finding that such regulation has a substantial cost. In no way do
such studies measure the potential of well-crafted environmental regulations to
stimulate competitiveness."

B. Elements Supportive of the Porter Hypothesis

While economists have been generally unwilling to accept Porter's position that a
private firm's costs may decline or reach zero due to environmental regulation, they do
agree that net social costs of regulation can be positive. These findings stress general
equilibrium effects of regulation, and require a careful weighing of social benefits
versus private costs.

As described in greater detail below, traditional economics also supports the
importance of several of the factors that may lead to reducing the cost of environmental
regulations. First, most economists would agree that the way we regulate is important
and would concur with Porter's principles for innovation-friendly regulations. In fact,
inflexible regulation can impose competitive disadvantages in industries where foreign
competitors face more flexible forms of regulation (MIEB 1995).  A recent study
comparing ex-ante and ex-post regulatory costs also suggests that actual costs tended to
be lower than predictions more often for regulations using a flexible or market-based
design (Harrington et al. 1999).  The structure of regulations may actually be the major
determinant of their cost, an issue discussed below.

A second traditional finding would be that environmental regulation may lead to
innovations in compliance technology, which would be expected to reduce costs over
time. A third would be that there can be competitive advantages or benefits to certain
industries or firms due to environmental regulation. Most frequently cited is the
environmental technology industry, many parts of which would not exist were it not
for environmental regulation. Another beneficiary would be large firms, which may
have a comparative advantage due to their size and research capability when an
industry sector is subject to stringent new environmental regulation. Finally, traditional
economists may accept that there may be first mover advantages to firms in a country
which exerts leadership in an environmental area if other countries are expected to
follow suit later.
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These assertions, although consistent with the Porter hypothesis, are not
reflective of his broader statements concerning the possibility or even likelihood of cost
savings to private firms through process improvements and innovations due to
regulation. It is this latter issue this report examines.

III. Identifying the Factors Relevant to the Porter Hypothesis 

This research is intended to explore the legal, social and economic factors that
may affect Porter's hypothesis that "properly designed environmental standards can
trigger innovation that may partly or more than fully offset the costs of complying with
them." This hypothesis does not state that innovations will always be profitable, but in
this research we interpret it to state that expected innovation would significantly reduce
the costs otherwise occasioned by the environmental regulation (Porter 1995b).

We first examine the influence that the kind of environmental regulatory
framework exerts on costs. Second, we examine factors which may reduce costs in
response to environmental regulation that arise from within a firm, and thirdly external
factors such as industry structure, the timing of regulation, and social or sectoral
economic benefits.

A. The Design of Environmental Regulation

A key to the Porter hypothesis requires that environmental regulation cause a
firm to re-examine its process technologies to find greater efficiencies and cleaner
processes. This requires two things of the regulation - that it be strict, as small changes
in standards will not cause such a review, and that it not impose rigid requirements,
permitting innovation and change in production processes. 

The strictness of regulation has been called "the most important factor"
influencing radical technological innovation (Ashford 1994 at 297). Otherwise,
regulation only leads to incremental or end-of-pipe changes; the incentives to create
more fundamental innovations are not present. Ashford points out that regulation can
be stringent because it requires a significant reduction, because it imposes significant
costs, or because compliance requires a significant technological change. Thus, although
early environmental laws rarely stimulated innovation, OSHA regulations were more
likely to do so due to their stringent nature (OTA 1995).

The design of an environmental regulation also exerts a significant effect on the
cost of compliance. Although this issue is  regularly mentioned by economists studying
costs, it rarely forms an integral part of their assessments, in part because it is difficult
to quantify. In the United States, however, the nature of regulation may determine to a
great extent the cost of compliance, and is therefore an independent variable which
should be taken into account in cost studies.
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Porter emphasizes the importance of this issue, and states:

"[T]he current system of environmental regulation in the United States often
deters innovative solutions or renders them impossible. The problem with
regulations is not its strictness. It is the way in which standards are written and
the sheer inefficiency with which regulations are administered. Strict standards
can and should promote resource productivity. The United States regulatory
process has squandered his potential, however, by concentrating on cleanup
instead of prevention ...." (Porter 1995a at 129).

He identifies eleven design factors for innovation-friendly regulation (Porter
1995a at 124):

1. Focus on outcomes, not technologies;
2. Enact strict rather than lax regulation;
3. Regulate as close to the end user as practical, while encouraging upstream
solutions;
4. Employ phase-in periods;
5. Use market incentives;
6. Harmonize or converge regulations in associated fields;
7. Develop regulation in sync with other countries or slightly ahead of them;
8. Make the regulatory process more stable and predictable;
9. Require industry participation in setting standards from the beginning;
10. Develop strong technical capabilities among regulators;
11. Minimize the time and resources consumed in the regulatory process itself.

Other economists and writers have agreed strongly with his views (Jaffee 1995 at
152; Hahn and Stavins 1991). However, in general few have taken this issue into
account in subsequent studies of plant-level costs incurred by environmental
regulation. Instead, they attribute those costs to economic factors. If, however, the
economic response of firms is severely constrained by regulatory design, as we argue,
the studies mentioned above might be better interpreted as studies reflecting the design
of regulatory systems, not of the true economic costs of the regulation.

Economists have identified particular problems with environmental regulations,
to which we will add more general observations. One situation cited by economists is
that the new source bias in some environmental laws can discourage investment in new,
more efficient plants. This is certainly the case with some laws, such as the Clean Air
Act, which for its first decades only regulated new sources and not existing sources,
creating a barrier to new investment, especially in the utility industry (Nelson,
Tietenberg and Donihue 1993). Additional issues involve the strictness of regulation,
and whether they provide firms with adequate time to develop cost-effective responses.
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However, practitioners and other writers have identified a more widespread set
of problems in current environmental regulation, especially concerning the widespread
"best available technology" type standards. Such standards are inflexible and may
severely limit innovation, creating higher costs than necessary. 

This subject has been extensively treated in the literature on regulatory barriers.
A federal advisory committee on the subject has published several reports on the nature
and strength of the barriers to innovation created by current forms of regulation
(USEPA 1991, 1993). A report and survey by the Environmental Law Institute confirm
these barriers, and point to the need for overall performance standards (ELI 1998; EPA
1998). Several other institutions have also recently completed studies on the reform of
our environmental laws (Davies 1998). These analyses have identified overlapping
problems in the current design and implementation of environmental laws that
discourage least-cost compliance and innovation. 

Although this study will not detail regulatory barriers, a brief overview serves to
illustrate the embedded and pervasive nature of this problems in our major
environmental laws. A central problem identified has been that the design of most
standards under the Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act require EPA to establish
technology-based discharge rate limits based on "available" or "feasible" technologies.
For air such standards include "reasonably available control technology" (RACT) for
existing sources, "best available control technology" (BACT) for new sources and
maximum achievable control technology (MACT) for hazardous pollutants. Water
standards include "best available technology economically achievable" (BAT). [42 U.S.C.
7502(c)(1)(RACT); 42 USC 7475(a)(4) (BACT); 42 U.S.C. 1311(b)(2)(A) (BAT)]. While
these standards avoid the pitfalls of setting technology mandates, they severely limit
innovation for many reasons:

a) restrictive design: rate-based standards inherently limit technology options
compared to mass-based  performance standards, as they discourage or may
even preclude technologies which reduce amounts but not rates. They may also
emphasize, or even dictate, end-of-pipe compliance solutions instead of the
process changes which can lead to the results suggested by the Porter hypothesis. 

b) require "available" and "control" technologies: many key environmental
standards require EPA to set standards based on "available" technologies already
in use, a backward-looking standard which may preclude innovative or "outside-
the-box" solutions; the laws typically also require EPA to base standards on
"control" technologies, reinforcing the end-of-pipe paradigm. 

c) no incentive for further progress: fixed rate standards create no incentives for
compliance that goes beyond the stated limits.
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d) limitations of the point source context: almost all environmental laws fix the
specific rate limits for basic and hazardous pollutants on each specific point
source based on the above standards. Even if new process technologies are
cleaner overall, they cannot be permitted if one point source exceeds a single
parameter, creating inflexibility.

e) permitting system reinforces conservative choices: once EPA has gone through the
often-adversarial process of identifying the acceptable "available" "control"
technologies, industries and permit writers face high risks deviating from these
standards. While such regulation may temporarily increase a certain technology
use, it then blunts experimentation and innovation, both because it does not
encourage further progress, and because the adversarial and conservative nature
of permitting under this method tends to reject the innovative or new (Strasser
1997; EPA 1993, 1991).

f) high costs of delay: our current system takes one to two years to permit new or
modified major pollution sources due to the need to apply technology-based rate
standards to every point source. This can be the greatest cost imposed by
pollution control. In contrast, mass-based performance standards can be
designed to be much more efficient - transactions under the Acid Rain Program
for instance generally take less than 24 hours.

g) federalized permitting system: our federalized permitting systems can create high
barriers to commercializing innovative technologies  under "ACT" type
standards because all the barriers to acceptance must be repeatedly overcome in
each state until the technology becomes generally accepted. In contrast, overall
or mass-based performance standards  require government monitoring but not
technology review, greatly lowering the barriers created by federalized systems. 

A different set of regulatory issues generally govern solid and hazardous wastes.
These are government by different statutes, notably the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA), and Superfund legislation. Although their design is not based on
"ACT" type standards, regulatory and industry officials consider our environmental
systems regarding wastes as the most problematic of the major environmental statutes
in a recent survey (EPA 1998b at 17). RCRA requires "cradle to grave" tracking and
treatment of hazardous wastes, which may preclude "cradle to cradle" recycling; its
definition of waste, for example, may cause process chemicals that would otherwise be
reclaimed and reused to be labeled as wastes and force their disposal (ELI 1998a).

Perhaps the best example of the problems with technology prescriptions and
rate-based standards is offered by the history of regulation of sulphur dioxide by
electric generating facilities, which allows a retrospective review of the effects of
different regulatory strategies. Cost estimates have been made of various regulatory
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strategies to attain a similar reduction level. Mandating scrubbers, which allows no
room for innovation except in scrubber technology, is the most expensive, at $7 billion a
year. Continuing the use of the rate-based emissions standards in effect for new sources
from 1977 to 1990 also results in technology prescriptions and would cost $4.5 billion.
The mass-based or performance standard adopted in 1990 - an emissions cap and
allowance trading system - was estimated to cost $2.5 billion, and even less if the
barriers to trading are overcome (Burtraw, 1996; ELI 1998). Each of these systems allows
progressively greater room for technology choice and innovation, and as can be seen,
have a dramatic impact on overall cost. Interestingly, fulfilling even optimistic
interpretations of the Porter hypothesis, the current flexible system allows about a
fourth of firms to comply at a profit due to unexpected innovation (Ellerman et. al.
1998).  Another study compares the U.S. and Swedish pulp and paper industries, and
found that Swedish producers adopted in-process innovations earlier than their U.S.
counterparts, in part because of inflexibility imposed by U.S.  regulations (MIEB 1995).
Studies of pollution prevention also points to the need to reform regulatory barriers
(Strasser 1997; Boyd 1998a at 43).

Overall, many of the problems of inflexibility in our current system could be
avoided by better designed regulations, such as mass-based standards, emissions cap
and trading programs, and a greater effort to set overall performance standards (Porter
1995a, Ashford 1985, Jaffee 1995). The strictness of the regulation is also important in
promoting more radical innovations.

The point to be made is that our current regulatory system provides a highly
imperfect and variable arena in which to test the Porter hypotheses. The design of
regulations appears to have at least as great an impact on the costs of compliance as the
traditional economic forces which might lead to innovation. Any empirical study of cost
therefore faces the difficult task of distinguishing between the lack of innovation caused
by the rigidity of the regulatory system and that caused by the inability of the firm to
implement cost-effective solutions.

B. Economic and Other Factors Within the Firm

This section explores the reasons that arise from within firms that may affect a
firm’s ability to innovate in response to environmental regulation, and that may lead to
the situation that the Porter hypothesis predicts. In general, the internal structure and
functioning of large firms plays a major role affecting a firm’s decisions whether to
investigate or invest in potential pollution prevention solutions, and potentially also in
suboptimal behavior. 

A fundamental tenet of the Porter hypothesis is that regulation may lead to
process innovations and other improvements that are more efficient and hence
profitable. Porter stresses "that pollution often is a form of economic waste... [P]ollution
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... is a sign that resources have been used incompletely, inefficiently or ineffectively"
(Porter 1995a at 122). Regulation therefore forces investigation into improved resource
productivity and may lead to more efficient processes. In this way, pollution prevention
actions parallel overall quality concerns, which include the need to use inputs more
efficiently, eliminate the needs for hazardous substances, hard-to-handle materials, and
eliminate unneeded activities. The kinds of process improvements to comply with
environmental regulations that would be expected to lead to cost savings include:

- higher yields;
- better utilization of existing materials;
- substitution of less costly materials;
- higher consistency and quality;
- pollution often reveals flaws in the product design or pollution process;
- savings through reduced costs of handling, storage and disposal of discharges;
- pollutant stream becomes a useable resource or product.

Environmental regulation may also lead to the discovery and development of
wholly new processes and products.  These more fundamental process changes may
require companies to make a thorough examination of alterative technologies and
processes and invest in significant research, in contrast to the more incremental changes
typically under the control of plant personnel, described above. The parallel between
pollution prevention and efficiency means the research is focused on more efficient and
productive processes, which may be more profitable and hence rewarding in itself. 

This may be the least acceptable element of the Porter hypothesis to most
economists. According to Jaffee: "Economists have been generally unsympathetic to
these arguments because they depend upon firms being systematically ignorant of
profitable production improvements or new technologies that regulation brings forth"
(Jaffee 1995 at 155). While they are willing to admit that regulation may stimulate
innovation in compliance technology, and to some extent innovation in processes, such
as patents, they believe it unlikely that this can greatly offset the costs otherwise
occasioned. 

Research on within-firm behavior and decision-making reveals many factors that
may affect decisions concerning environmental compliance. On the one hand, financial,
strategic and technological considerations may create disincentives for investing in
potentially attractive pollution prevention for legitimate business  reasons.  However,
internal systems for knowing, communicating and managing are more imperfect within
firms than is appreciated (Sinclair-Desgagné 1997; Gabel 1998). Such factors are rarely
taken into account in evaluations of costs of compliance, and provide a rationale why
reorganizing forces like environmental regulation can result in attractive cost savings.
This section sets forth factors that may make the Porter hypothesis more likely, and
where additional investigation may be warranted. 
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Before examining these research issues, we note that several studies demonstrate
that  financial, strategic and technological considerations may create disincentives for
investing in potentially attractive pollution prevention for legitimate business  reasons.
These range from small firm characteristics that preclude any consideration of
alternatives, to high hurdle rates for new investment, to the lock-in effect of high-cost
capital equipment that is already in place. These may in fact support the Porter
hypothesis, as they show that opportunities to take cost-effective pollution prevention
actions may exist that firms would be forced to implement if regulations were adopted.
However, they also show how normal business constraints may discourage investment
in pollution prevention.

A six-industry study of barriers to innovation by the Environmental Law
Institute found that "normal economic and business conditions" created the principle
barrier to implementing innovative and cost-saving technologies in three of the six
industries studied. In the dry cleaning industry, the small size and lack of research or
financial capacity in virtually all firms in the industry precluded research or
development of several promising alternatives to the use of perchloroethylene, the
principal solvent used in dry cleaning. In the pulp and paper industry, the high capital
cost of equipment in place meant that $10-20 million per mill is needed to retrofit or
redesign the equipment to achieve greater pollution reductions. This, together with the
low number of new mills being built, limits the adoption of known pollution prevention
technologies. Only in the third case, wastewater treatment, was it apparent that undue
conservatism and resistance to change by conservative owners, typically governments,
inhibited innovation (ELI 1998).

A similar conclusion was reached at the firm level, in a study of three cases of
unsuccessful implementation of pollution prevention opportunities by individual firms
(Boyd 1998a):

"As the cases show, basic concepts from business and financial theory suggest
that the firm’s investment decisions were financially rational. This is contrary to
the view that firms suffers from a myopic inability to appreciate cost-saving P2
investments. Instead, significant unresolved technical difficulties, uncertain
market conditions, and, in some cases, regulatory barriers or insufficient
emissions enforcement, rendered the investments financially unattractive. In
many cases, the mystery of why firms do not pursue P2 opportunities can be
resolved by simply having a deeper understanding of the costs, benefits and
risks associated with those investments."

In this study, two of the three firms failed to implement pollution prevention
(P2) actions due to legitimate internal business reasons. In one, the firms failed to
implement a P2 solution because it had a high internal hurdle rate for investment of
86%. This high benchmark was created because another possible investment delivered
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this rate of return, and absorbed the capital available to the firm. In another case, a
firm’s restructuring and desire to not invest in under-performing sectors of the business
precluded an investment in an otherwise profitable pollution prevention opportunity
until that sector of the firm was spun off as an independent unit. 

1. Environmental regulation may increase research 
 

An argument favoring the Porter hypothesis is that environmental regulation
leads firms to additional research regarding compliance options and possible process
changes which would not have been undertaken absent the impetus of  regulation. This
research may result in process improvements and new technologies that are profitable. 

There are many examples of profitable results from such research, that reveal
that environmental regulations created win-win situation by forcing firms to re-
examine assumed barriers to innovative technologies. The Acid Rain Program forced
firms to test assumptions about barriers including rail transport bottlenecks and
capability of existing boilers to handle earthy western low-sulphur coal without major
modification. Both barriers were surmounted by investment in one case and innovation
in fuel blending technology in the other. Regulations of the distilled spirits and beer
industries have led to the discovery of new waste treatment technologies that eliminate
wastes while creating profitable by-products. Regulation of the dry cleaning industry
have led to testing of "wet cleaning" technologies that tests show are fully equivalent
and cheaper (ELI 1998 at 60; UCLA 1996). These again suggest the importance of the
role of regulation in prompting additional research.

Traditional economic theory would not agree that such research should often
produce significant economic gains. The "real question is not whether searching
produces new ideas but whether particular searches that are generated by regulation
systematically lead to more or better ideas than searches in which firms would
otherwise engage" (Jaffee 1995 at 156). Since firms are presumably engaged in a profit-
maximizing amount of research before the environmental regulation placed greater
needs on them, the additional research prompted by regulation should not in theory be
consistently profitable.

There are reasons why firms may in fact systematically under-invest in research.
The first is that evidence from current businesses indicate that the highly competitive
global marketplace has caused many basic manufacturing industries to dramatically
reduce research budgets, especially for basic research. A survey of research of
environmental technology firms revealed that even these generally devote only 2-3% of
revenues to research, and 90-100% of this is applied research with short-term time
frames (ELI 1997b). Research by the National Academy of Sciences reveals similar
trends in industry at large (NAS 1995). The second is that the full benefits of research 
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may not be captured by the firm making the research, but may benefit the entire sector
or economy. This is treated below in section C.

2. Organizational structure and incentives in firms 

The literature on firm behavior and environmental issues reveals that many
aspects of firm structure and incentives do not foster innovation. Findings include
problems due to production staff not being responsible for environmental compliance
(OTA 1994); how environmental costs are treated in incentive structures (Gibbons 1998)
and in accounting systems (Ditz 1995); lack of time; communications structures (Bolton
and Dewatripont 1994); the influence of habits and routines (Gabel and Sinclair-
Desgagné 1998); and industry rigidity. 

Manufacturing firms have typically responded to the need to comply with
environmental regulations by creating a separate environmental division within the
firm, and placing environmental costs in overhead. Both actions tend to divorce
environmental compliance from the production process and employees within the
companies, where process expertise resides and pollution prevention responses would
be best developed. As a consequence, "many firms overlook sources of savings such as
energy reduction and pollution prevention, reorientation of materials flow, reduced
inventory, and improved quality, in favor of either increased output or direct cost
reductions related to production" (OTA 1994 at 247).

A major issue concerns the principal-agent problem, where the incentives of the
employer differ from those of the employee, and the employer lacks the resources to
monitor the employee effectively (Sinclair-Desgagné & Gabel 1997; Holmstrom &
Milgrom1992). Some researchers have found that corporate structures are usually such
that individuals within the corporation have no incentive to seek out and undertake
pollution control measures.  The Office of Technology Assessment identified that
"responsibility for finding pollution prevention opportunities may not rest with those
most capable of doing so," and they also found a general lack of organizational reward
for reducing waste (OTA 1994 at 246; Roy 1992). They also found that "operating
managers often emphasize output maximization, making it hard for them to give
priority to pollution prevention investments" (OTA 1994 at 247). According to one
author "waste reduction opportunities were seldom considered until circumstances
virtually forced plants to review their waste management practices" (Sarokin 1985 at
143).  The corporation thus fails to pick the "low-hanging fruit" (Gabel and Sinclair-
Desgagné 1998) of cost savings achieved through pollution control.  

Another problem pertains to the firm’s limited ability to monitor the practices of
those responsible for or capable of achieving pollution reduction.  Limitations on staff
time and attention are frequently-cited problems in identifying why profitable pollution
prevention actions are not undertaken by firms until regulation forces attention to these
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issues (OTA 1994).  Thus, there arises a form of "bounded rationality," (Simon 1987) in
which the desire of those at the top of the corporate hierarchy to achieve pollution
reduction can be frustrated by inertia at the lower levels, where reduction can actually
be accomplished.  Some manufacturing firms have responded to the need to comply
with environmental regulations by creating a separate environmental division within
the firm, and placing environmental costs in overhead (Florida 1996 at 93). This still has
the effect of divorcing environmental compliance from the production process and
employees within the companies where process expertise resides, and pollution
prevention responses best developed.

Another line of research has emphasized the coordination failure due to habits
and procedures formed around production processes, and  which keep a firm away
from the global.  According to Cyert and March (1992), "The way in which the
organization searches for alternatives is substantially a function of the operating rule it
has.<  The organization uses standard business procedures and rules of thumb to make
and implement choices.  In the short run these procedures dominate the decisions
made." By forcing a firm to reconsider its actual processes and re-engineer its existing
routines, stricter environmental regulation might actually bring the firm closer to its
own private optimum (Gabel and Sinclair-Desgagné 1998).

These problems have nevertheless been overcome in several instances.  "Total
quality environmental management" is an increasingly popular management technique,
whereby production workers are involved in the product quality improvement process
(Florida 1996 at 91). This technique directly addresses the organizational obstacles to
pollution reduction inherent in corporate structures. Individual leadership on the part
of committed individuals or a group of committed individuals can also compensate for
poor organizational structure.  One study of several differing industries identified the
key role played by the CEO in firms' environmental initiatives (OTA 1994 at 247). A
report by a steel company identified that one plant implementing profitable
investments in pollution prevention did so primarily because the plant manager was
individually motivated (ELI 1997a). 

Another study of environmental compliance in the chemical industry found that
several elements of firm organization played a key role in whether or not the plant
carried out pollution prevention projects. "Plants that had one of three individual
program features -- cost accounting, employee involvement and leadership from both
environmental and other departments -- had statistically significantly more source
reduction activities on average than plants lacking these features." The study also found
that plant size was statistically significant - larger plants were generally able to do more
(Dorfman 1992 at 31,35). Still, in the majority of cases in which environmental
improvements are achieved, they are merely the "unintended consequence of broader
efforts to improve industrial performance" (Florida 1996 at 94; Florida 1999).
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3. Accounting information consistently under-represents the benefits
of pollution reduction 

A considerable literature has developed on business practices in accounting for
environmental costs.  This indicates that accounting systems often fail to capture the full
cost of managing waste-streams, and hence understate the benefits of reducing those
waste-streams through pollution prevention (Ditz 1995; Porter 1995b at 114; OTA 1994
at 247).  Generally, whether an investment in pollution prevention is projected to be
profitable depends largely on how the firm accounts for savings from pollution control. 
For example, accounting systems which have been designed for financial management
and reporting typically fail to allocate environmental costs to the cost-creating activity
(EPA 1992, Strasser 1996 at 47). Environmental costs, which are typically not large, tend
to be treated as overhead, reducing perceived benefits from environmental projects
(Ditz 1995).  In one study, firms with some kind of environmental accounting system
had three times the number of source reduction activities as plants with no cost
accounting systems (Dorfman 1992 at 31). 

OTA found that a large portion of firms do not perform discounted cash flow
analysis on pollution prevention projects, which are often regarded simply as
mandatory environmental projects that historically have cost the firm money; in
addition, conventional accounting underestimates longer-term benefits of pollution
prevention projects (OTA 1994 at 248; see also Sinclair-Desgagné & Gabel 1997).

4. Overcoming static mind-set and industry inertia

Perhaps the most important, yet difficult to quantify factor contributing to the
Porter hypothesis is the issue of static mind-set and industry inertia. However, the firm
and sector based studies above that reveal, albeit anecdotally, win-win responses to
environmental regulation, consistently point to this issue. Firm management did not
regard waste reduction as within their priority concerns.  Their training concerned
other issues, and there was little institutional focus on the issue absent regulation.
"Pollution prevention efforts within business organizations today are more limited by
organizational culture than by available technology" (Strasser 1996 at 44).  This is not
wholly irrational & firms invest heavily in developing routines to handle their day-to-
day business, and changing routines can not only be difficult but also costly (Gabel and
Sinclair-Desgagné 1998 at 100).  Moreover, firms may face disincentives to
environmental self-auditing by having the disclosed information used against them by
a regulator to assess fines and penalties (Pfaff and Sanchirico 1998). 

A relevant literature here is that concerning industry behavior in response to
technology change. This literature supports the finding that there is considerable
rigidity in business response to potential opportunities for change. Although these are
considerable differences between sectors, one finding is that mature firms tend to
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become rigid in response to technology change opportunities. Another is that radical
technology changes are likely to come from sources outside the industry. (Strasser 1998
at 19-23; Ashford and Heaton 1983 at 126; Utterback 1994).  Porter's broader research on
competitiveness also highlights the importance of outside pressure in overcoming
organizational inertia and fostering creative thinking (Porter 1995a; Roy 1992; Rejeski
1995). 

C. Reasons arising from factors from without firm

1. Cross-industry gains - some costs won't be borne by firms until all
must do so 

Environmental regulation may stimulate research and other action that makes
economic sense only if all firms in the industry must participate in the activity together,
or if the benefits of the activity are spread over all firms. This is especially true of
research, as though individual firms must pay for the research, all firms in the sector
may benefit over time as the results of the research become diffused (Jaffee 1995 at 156).
To the extent research is important to maintaining a nation's competitive advantage in
an industry, environmental regulation has a positive effect by requiring more research
than a private firm optimum. 

2. Industry structure may preclude innovation.

The structure of some industries creates significant barriers to research and
action to take advantage of innovations. These include industrial sectors dominated by
small businesses, which lack the capacity and finance to mount significant research
efforts, and sectors such as public utilities which have been insulated from competitive
pressures and are slow to innovate (OTA 1994 at 246-247).

Industries dominated by small business lack both the technical and financial
capacity to conduct the necessary research efforts to identify new opportunities. One
example is the fragmented U.S. printed wiring board industry, which lost global market
share because of its failure to innovate competitively (MIEB 1995).  Another such
industry is the dry cleaning industry, dominated by very small firms, and where the
industry has financed little research on alternative processes. The most significant
research on several viable alternative technologies for dry cleaning that promise win-
win solutions has been financed by sources outside the industry (ELI 1997a).

Public utilities are another sector where barriers to innovation stem in part from
the nature of the industry. Since these have traditionally been public monopolies with
defined service areas, they are insulated from commercial pressures and have been slow
to innovate. According to one former professor of waste-water engineering, "The stuff I
was looking at in the 1970's was just improving on what the Egyptians did 5,000 years
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ago. But that's changing now" (Environmental Business International 1995). A market
structure that supports rivalrous behavior among firms within the industry and new
entrants is an important condition supporting innovation (Strasser 1997).

3. Outside experts tend to promote end-of-pipe solutions

Another factor cited for the slowness to innovate in utility sectors has been the
structural problems in the consulting industry which municipal utility plant owners
rely on to identify and install technologies. Outside consultants play a significant role in
the technology compliance of many firms. This is especially true of public utilities,
where municipal owners have no research capacity, and small business (OTA 1994 at
247). These outside experts have only limited capacity or incentive to promote low-cost
process changes for numerous reasons, including their lack of familiarity with a client's
particular process, their ties to particular vendors or technologies, their readiness to
promote end-of-pipe solutions due to adversarial USA permit process, or simply
because their fees are higher with higher cost solutions. Also, there are economic
drivers for these outside consultants to prescribe traditional treatment methods, instead
of lower-cost alternative treatments which are widely available, as their fees are higher
and risks are lower. 

4. Regulation may eliminate inefficient plants

Economists would agree that environmental regulation may force the less
efficient plants in an industry to close, which may boost overall productivity. Jaffee
(1995) suggests this happen in the steel industry in the 1970s. A related argument is that
environmental regulation leads to "upgrade production facilities or invest in new, more
productive facilities" (OTA 1994 at 85).

An unintended consequence of environmental regulation may be that it favors
the success of large plants with greater research and adaptations capacity than smaller
entities. This contributes to increased economic efficiency in situations where the larger
firms are also more economically efficient than the smaller ones. 

In addition, older technology tends to be less efficient and therefore more
polluting, so additional environmental regulation may discriminate selectively against
such older equipment, forcing its retirement by the firm. Although this may raise
average productivity of the industry, an economist could point out that the older
equipment had remaining useful economic life absent the regulation, so its retirement in
favor of investment in newer equipment is not necessarily efficient.
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5. Regulation adds green market 

Another area where economists would agree is that environmental regulation
can give a nation's industry first mover advantages in situations where international
environmental regulation is also expected to become more stringent in the future (Jaffee
1995; OTA 1994 at 86). According to Porter, "innovation that US environmental
regulation spurred is allowing it to gain position in international markets where similar
needs are growing" (Porter 1995 at 127).  Put another way, regulation often creates the
emerging markets for environmentally cleaner products and processes.  The far-sighted
company can anticipate impending regulation and gain a competitive advantage by
beginning development of cleaner products and processes earlier. This is especially true
in cases where these products or processes are patentable or otherwise protectable as
intellectual property. On the other hand, this company may lose if green demand is not
forthcoming, and the company cannot charge a premium for its product.  

In addition, early compliance may allow the company to sell its compliance
technology to others. Examples can be found in the pulp and paper sector (MIEB 1995),
in distilling and brewing where Bacardi and Anheuser-Busch both successfully market
waste processing technologies originally designed for environmental compliance (ELI
Forum 1993; Beers 1993).

The opportunity to market green products is widely promoted by advocates of
sustainable development, who suggest that demand for green products may be
important (Hart 1997).  The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's initiative to induce
computer manufacturers to build more energy-efficient computers for example was
particularly effective, as it applied to all computers purchased by any U.S.
governmental agency. The refrigerator market in Germany may have been driven by
desires of German consumers to purchase more energy-efficient refrigerators that also
avoid the use of ozone layer-depleting chlorofluorocarbons (MIEB 1995). Although this
may provide a boost to competitiveness of firms in industries where international
demand in greener products is growing, it may not be significant for most industries. 

6. Timing in regulation life cycle

Few studies have focused on the relevance of the timing of regulation on
compliance cost. The opportunities to develop cost-saving approaches or win-win
solutions are not equal at all times during the life cycle of regulation of a pollutant. With
many pollutants there are more opportunities for such low-cost abatement actions
when a pollutant is first being regulated, due to the lack of focus on the problems and
lack of any previous action. In contrast, there may be expected to be relatively few
undiscovered cost-effective actions in a traditionally regulated pollutant where
standards are being raised to close to 100% abatement. 
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This situation can be empirically described for several regulated or potentially
regulated substances.  One is carbon dioxide (CO2), where The National Academy of
Sciences estimates that using existing technology, the United States could reduce
emissions of CO2 by an initial 25% at a profit, a second 25% at low or not cost, and
thereafter with a steadily rising cost curve for the remaining 50% (NAS 1991 at 61). A
similar scenario exists for reducing NOx emissions from vehicles. Initially, emissions of
existing fleets can be reduced at a profit by such basic actions as improving
maintenance, especially of diesel engines, where reductions of up to 60% can be
achieved with little net cost. After this point costs increase steadily, with the costs of
current efforts to move from roughly 95% to 98% control requiring such expensive
technologies as the addition of a second catalytic converter (International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development 1996).

However, other studies indicate "efficiency-oriented opportunities continue to be
found by plants that had previously achieved significant reductions in waste
generation" (Dorfman 1992 at 90). The literature regarding total quality control and
compliance with International Standard Organization (ISO) standards for total quality
control and environmental quality also indicate that firms find it in their interests to
continually seek improvement in total quality.

7. There may be net economic gains to society due to market
imperfections

It is widely acknowledged that net social benefit may rise with greater
environmental regulation, although there is a vigorous debate as to whether specific
regulations have net benefits. In general, several economic analyses have concluded
that, leaving aside aesthetic and other purely qualitative benefits, US air regulations
have had significantly positive net benefits, whereas water regulations have had
marginal or negative net benefits (Davies 1998 at 135; Hahn 1996).

Social return rates from environmental quality investments are often higher than
private, especially because of the externality cost of pollution. Lower levels of pollution
may lead to lower health care costs, increased labor productivity and lower costs in
other parts of the economy resulting from reduced pollution (OTA 1994 at 83; OECD
1989). Lower pollution can also improve water quality, lowering costs to firms using
process water, and has significant positive benefits to agriculture and aspects of our
economic infrastructure such as buildings (Davies 1998). Regulation may also confer
industry- or society-wide economic benefits, some of which would accrue to firms,
reduce production costs or enhance factor productivity (Stewart 1993).

Studies by Repetto have shown how the productivity of specific industries can be
dramatically altered by including measurement of environmental externalities. For
example, conventional measurement of productivity in the electric power sector
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declined 0.35% per year from 1970 to 1991; after taking into account benefits of
pollutant reductions on the economy in general, the sector's productivity rose by as
much as 0.68% per year.

However, while the net benefits of environmental regulations increase overall
social welfare, the marginal contribution of one regulation to social welfare is not likely
to be so significant to a particular firm that it overcomes the private cost to the firm of
complying with that regulation. However, the overall cost to the firm of complying
with all environmental regulations may be reduced by improvements to worker health
and productivity, and other benefits that result from environmental regulation.  Also,
regulation of downstream processes and finished products can create emerging markets
for upstream suppliers to the regulated industry. This is generally only true, however,
when the downstream market is sufficiently large and  important to the upstream
industries (MIEB 1995).

IV. Conclusion

The overview given by this paper reveal many considerations affecting the
achievement of win-win environmental solutions, and issues that require further
research. External to firms, the design of environmental regulations is shown to play a
major role in the extent to which firms may seek innovative solutions, and the
consequent costs of compliance.  This may overshadow strictly economic considerations
today in the United States. Studies of strict but flexible regulatory programs, such as
cap-and-trade programs, show that unexpected innovation may generally be expected
to reduce significantly the cost of compliance.

Within industries and firms, a large variety of factors, including management,
communications and accounting structures, are identified that may preclude efficient
attainment of pollution prevention practices. Alternately, they show that considerations
of risk, strategy and other business factors may discourage otherwise beneficial
pollution abatement options. These factors help to explain why Porter’s hypothesis may
be realized in certain instances, although their richness and complexity also indicates
the need for greater understanding and analysis.
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Summary of the Workshop on 
Innovation, Cost and Environmental Regulation

Help on April 30th, 1999
Resource and Conservation Center

Washington, D.C. 

Co-sponsored by the
Environmental Law Institute and 

Carnegie Mellon University

with the Support of the Economy and Environment Division, USEPA

Nearly 100 people filled conference rooms at the Resource and Conservation Center in Washington,
D.C. to hear a research and policy update on expected compliance cost and innovation resulting from
environmental regulation.  The issue, popularized as the Porter Hypothesis, is whether tighter
environmental regulation causes an industry to become more instead of less competitive in today’s
global economy.

David Rejeski of the Council on Environmental Quality opened the meeting by
summarizing the intellectual history of the issue that from the first has seemed to pit
skeptical economists against more receptive representatives of business.  That division,
with only modest middle ground, continues to the present.  Mr. Rejeski identified
several key issues to be addressed. What is the empirical evidence that there is a
competitive penalty to regulation?  If so, what does it look like? Are their certain
behavioral and structural factors in firms and sectors that tend to mitigate the penalties?
Is there a way to regulate that reduces competitive impacts, enhances environmental
performance, and increases innovation?  Mr. Rejeski concluded by challenging the
workshop to produce a list of policy conclusions, research recommendations, and to
determine whether a shift in perspective has occurred about the hypothesis.

Panel I: Perspectives on the Economic Costs of Environmental Regulation

Scott Farrow of the Center for the Study and Improvement of Regulation at Carnegie
Mellon University moderated the first panel on studies of the costs impacts of
environmental regulation.  He pointed out that regulatory analysis is proceeding to a
deeper examination of the linkages among regulatory design, organizational behavior
and performance.   

Professor Adam Jaffe of Brandeis University opened the discussion by surveying seven
dimensions of competitiveness, including cost, balance of trade, foreign direct
investment, plant location, innovation, productivity growth and economic growth.
Updating earlier work, Jaffee noted that there was substantial agreement among
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economists that environmental regulation is likely to stimulate research, and that
innovation may make regulation less costly. Overall, however, there remains little
evidence to support either claims that environmental regulations causes either large
adverse effects on competitiveness, or large positive impacts on innovation and
competitiveness.  He noted that some of the most recent econometric evidence indicated
that regulation resulted in statistically significant but very small reductions in economic
growth.  

In concluding, Professor Jaffee proposed the "Jaffe Hypothesis" that second-order effects
of regulation (good or bad) are small relative to first-order effects. This implies that
measured costs are reasonably accurate, and that innovation does not make regulation
free, just cheaper than industry says in advance. He further noted that despite the
disagreement about the extent of innovation, there is widespread agreement that the
current regulatory system uses inflexible mechanisms likely to stifle innovation and
escalate costs. He proposed that instead of arguing about differences we focus on
reforms that would replacing inflexible regulations with incentive-based approaches to
make them less stifling or positively innovation-enhancing.

Professor Richard Florida of Carnegie Mellon University presented the results of a
series of structured surveys and case studies carried out to assess the linkages between
elements of green management, such as pollution prevention or environmental
management systems, and innovation practices focused on company core capabilities. 
This research has found that companies that achieve innovative management and high
levels of resource productivity are also the ones achieving positive environmental
performance. Roughly 40% of companies in a field are leaders, whereas 15-20% are
doing little. The green innovators tend to be larger, spend more on research and
development, and in general are also innovators in their core business. They found a
company’s ability to innovation strongly mattered to all performance measures, as did
its use of systems to measure results. Other major determinants of innovation were
barriers and resource constraints, and not lack of information. 

Professor Florida suggested that a problem with environmental regulation is that it
treats all firms equally. A major policy recommendation would be to achieve more
flexible regulations,  that set standards but do not impose the remedy as the current
system tends to. He endorsed the recommendation in the background paper, and noted
he had repeatedly witnessed the problems caused by inflexible regulations within
innovative firms. In a sense the current regulatory system penalizes the innovators and
rewards the laggards. A forward-looking research agenda would stress a multi-
disciplinary approach, and focus on environmentally conscious manufacturing. He
expressed his hope that the government and foundations would fund research on this
subject.
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The morning session concluded with two presentations by Billy Pizer and Winston
Harrington of Resources for the Future.  Dr. Pizer presented statistical results for
environmental costs borne by about 550 manufacturing plants observed over time.  The
results indicated that the impact of a reported dollar increase in environmental
spending caused somewhat less than a dollar increase in total spending, or about 82
cents, due to cost-reducing offsets. There was considerable variety within industries,
but at worst, environmental cost increases in an industry led to total cost increases of
more than a dollar, but generally less than two dollars. He noted that the estimates of
costs in their study would be much higher if they had not controlled for inter-plant
differences.  He felt this might explain why some other studies find very high
environmental costs, as they do not control for such differences. While their study
indicates that our present form of environmental regulation does impose costs, it
indicates innovation to some extent offsets costs, and rejects the notion that
environmental regulation causes dramatically escalating costs. 

Winston Harrington concluded the morning session with a study of ex-ante and ex-post
estimates of the cost of 25 specific federal regulations.  Overall, their research found that
ex-ante estimates  tend to overstate both total costs and environmental efficacy, while
estimates of costs per unit of reduction were about right. A variety of factors is believed
responsible that includes innovation that reduces costs, but also other factors as the
tendency for final regulations to be weaker than those proposed, when the cost
estimates had been made. One of the interesting findings is that the implication of the
Porter hypothesis hold true most strongly for the 7 regulations implementing market-
based approaches. For these, the actual results showed that total and per-unit costs
were consistently less than estimates, and environmental effectiveness greater, a much
stronger correlation than for other types of regulation.

The audience, with members from industry, government,  environmental groups, and
trade associations, raised numerous questions throughout the presentations.  No formal
conclusions were drafted during the workshop though sentiment in the morning
seemed to coalesce around the win-win returns from  regulatory flexibility and
innovation if other objectives can be met,  the potential to distinguish different
categories of those regulated, and remaining uncertainties in the links between specific
regulatory designs, the response of industry, and various aspects of environmental,
social, and economic performance.

Panel II: Incentives and Barriers to Innovation

Byron Swift of the Environmental Law Institute introduced the next panel, consisting of
Prof. Kurt Strasser of the University of Connecticut Law School, Dr. Bernard Sinclair-
Desgagné of the Inter-University Center for Research and Analysis of Organizations,
and Robert Day of World Resources Institute. These panelists would attempt to identify
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the practical legal and organizational barriers that could prevent a firm from
developing and implementing cost -effective pollution prevention solutions.

Mr. Swift noted that research done by ELI indicates that regulatory barriers constrain
innovative and prevention-oriented approaches in the environmental field. These stem
from the way environmental laws are written and enforced, and possibly more than
fundamental economics explain why compliance costs may be high in some industries.
In particular he noted that rate standards such as those based upon "achievable control
technologies"cause significant problems as they restrain flexibility and lead to
governmental review of technology choices. Wherever possible, such as for area-wide
pollutants, these rate standard should be replaced by mass standards that are equally
effective and much friendlier to innovation.

Kurt Strasser opened his remarks by posing the question why the current regulatory
system has a marked preference for familiar technologies. He suggested one answer is
that today’s regulatory approach stresses a law enforcement mentality that grew out of
legitimate public health concerns.  His research reveals many causes for such a bias,
especially in the permitting and enforcement process. Familiar technologies are readily
evaluated by permit writers, and because they are, offer less delay to the company. The
enforcement system also creates high risks to both permit writers and industry officers
who support a new technology effort that may not attain its goals. In addition, the
regulatory process creates monstrous records, and almost always generates a court case,
reinforcing conservative decisions. 

As a result, adopting new technologies has many risks, especially for process changes
that may be environmentally preferable, but may change waste streams and so trigger
the need for new permits.  It usually takes time and occasional failures to make new
technologies to work, and the inhospitality of our present regulatory system to this
process is evidenced in the woefully small financial investment into development of
new environmental technologies today.

In closing, Professor Strasser offered several pointers towards a robust technology
policy. First, he would target incentives on those likely to do the innovating that are
greater than economic incentives. Doing this requires an evaluation of (1) the industry
context; (2) technology options for the whole industry, (3) firm specific factors such as
were discussed by Dr. Florida, and (4) regulatory options. A second is to adopt a cross-
media approach. This has been attempted in a few instances, most notably in the pulp
and paper sector, but appears difficult under current air and water laws that operate in
almost isolation.  Finally, he noted that while innovative pilot programs were good,
they seldom addressed root causes and rarely developed a life after the program’s end. 

Unfortunately, it appears that implementing such an agenda may require changes in
existing law. If we were to reform our environmental laws, Professor Strasser urges a
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consideration of a regulatory structure that would proceed industry by industry instead
of medium by medium.  Possibly this could be started at the state level, such as through
partnership grants.

Bernard Sinclair-Desgagné suggested there are three kinds of innovation;  incremental
innovation, which typically comprises the bulk of industrial innovation, innovation
oriented towards risk reduction, and radical innovation.  The most controversial aspect
of the Porter principal is its assertion that regulations could create radical innovations
that lead to net profits. As it is difficult to address this issue using traditional economics,
another ways to investigate this assertion is to open up some of the filed’s "black boxes",
such as innovation or the management of the firm, his area of research.

His studies of the operations within firms revealed several instances why so-called "low
hanging fruit" might be available with win-win characteristics. One rationale is
provided by the principle-agent problem, in which incentives may be poorly designed.
Low-hanging fruits can also derive from coordination failures within a firm, such as
communications failures. His work with Landis Gabel investigates how a firm’s
production habits and routines may keep it from acting optimally.  Firms attempt to
maximize efficiency by promoting routines.  Although this is a sensible and necessary
approach, it can lead to the oversight of possible changes and to the kinds of win-win
situations Porter predicts.  By forcing a firm to reconsider its actual processes and re-
engineer its existing routines, stricter environmental regulation might actually push
firm to revise its procedures and bring it closer to an operating optimum 

This theory might suggest that re-engineering, defined as tracing down elementary
inputs and bunching them back into better routines, may always deliver low-hanging
fruits. However, there will be associated costs to do this, and there may be
complementarities in the production process that require many changes once one is
made. Therefore, firms may not implement such changes due to such complementarities
or to higher cost than benefits, as well as from inertia generated by political factors
within the firm or by management systems.

Dr. Sinclair concluded by suggesting research into the following policy elements:

1) the role of regulation to tackle inertia with a firm; such regulation should be crafted
to fit the type of innovation that is pursued - incremental (low-hanging fruits), risk
reducing or radical;

2) the governmental role in harmonizing practices and norms, such as support of audit
procedures, environmental management strategies, as well imposing penalties for non-
compliance.  
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3) the use of credible threats of regulation, such as in the European Community, where
a governmental threat to adopt common emerging regulations may be quite credible..
The purpose here is to promote industry research into better solutions without giving
them strict time frames which might force a more rapid but less innovative pollution
control response. 

Robert Day next discussed recent research by World Resources Institute that reveals
several factors determine superior corporate performance.  These included the
regulatory structure, reinforcing what had been said so far on the need for stringent but
flexible performance-based regulation;  the structure of the industry; an understanding
of the role of the pollutant within the industrial process; and an understanding of the
investment life-cycle  relevant to the pollutant in question.  

Their work emphasized a business value model that identifies the reasons for business
successes and failures. In this context Mr. Day emphasized the importance of radical
innovation to firms. A study by INSEAD in France showed that 86% of innovation was
incremental, and only 14% could be classified as radical, but that 38% of firm revenues
and 61% of profits derived from those radical innovations. There are many current
barriers though to achieving this model, such as the lack of entrepreneurship in the
Environmental Health and Safety divisions of firms. Also, despite the evident
attractiveness of market-based standards, some research has revealed existing firms
may prefer the present regulatory system they have learned to live with.

In conclusion, his policy recommendations included: (a) emphasizing overall
performance standards in government regulation; (b) collaborative development
between government and industry; (c) an emphasis on management issues, and (d)
identifying how non-governmental efforts could support a clean production agenda,
such as the release of information on pollutants, certification and green labeling, and
pressure imposed by buyer collaboratives.

[Summaries of the presentations of each speaker can be found at the website of the
Economics and Environment Division of EPA’s Office of Policy, at
www.epa.gov/economics.]
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